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**Raptor** 372 chrome, black, gbmf 16, 17, 18, 20, 22

**Off Road** 326 black, chrome, camo 17, 18, 20

**Wizard** 395 mtb blk, chrome, blk mf 17, 18, 20, 22

**Brutal** 392 mtb blk mch. 17, 18, 20, 22

**Venom** 425 mtb blk, chrome, blk mf 17, 18, 20, 22

**Torque** 143 blk ml, blk mf 18, 20

**Cross** 426 blk ml, blk mf 15, 16, 17

**Off Road** 326 blk, chrome, blk mf 17, 18, 20

**Warlord** 394 blk w/mlt, mb, chr 17, 18, 20, 22

**Assassin** 396 blk, chrome, mb mf 16, 17, 18, 20, 22

**Xcite** 436 chrome 16, 17

**Spinout** blk mch, hdc red 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20

**Clutch** satin blk, satin bronze 15, 16, 17, 18

**Zagg** black mach. 16, 17, 18

**Autobahn** blk redline, blk mirror 17, 18, 19, 20, 22 (staggered cut)

**Pypz** iron blk, chr 17, 18

**Smoke** chrome, blk mach. 15, 16, 17, 18

**Starlet** chrome, blk mach 15, 16, 17

**Cool Down** blk mach, hdc pink 17, 18, 19 blk mach

**Overdrive** blk mach, blk mach rr 18

**Rader** chr, blk mach, blk rr 20

**Cool Down** blk mach, blk mach rr 18

**Autostrada** chrome, blk mach 18, 20

**Spinout** blk mch, hdc blue, hdc pink 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20

**Vertigo** chrome, blk machined 18, 20, 22

**Vortex** titanium mirror, chrome 20

**Ladeca** chrome, blk mf 18, 20

**Xcite** chrome 16, 17

**Warlord** blk mch, chr 17, 18, 19, 20, 22

**Clima** chrome, blk mach 15, 16, 17

**Ladeca** chrome, blk mf 18, 20

**Cool Down** blk mach, hdc pink 17, 18, 19 blk mach

**Overdrive** blk mach, blk mach rr 18

**Rader** chr, blk mach, blk rr 20

**Autostrada** chrome, blk mach 18, 20

**Spinout** blk mch, hdc blue, hdc pink 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20

**Vertigo** chrome, blk machined 18, 20, 22

**Cool Down** blk mach, hdc pink 17, 18, 19 blk mach

**Ladeca** chrome, blk mf 18, 20

**Rader** chr, blk mach, blk rr 20

**Cool Down** blk mach, hdc pink 17, 18, 19 blk mach

**Cool Down** blk mach, hdc pink 17, 18, 19 blk mach

**Autostrada** chrome, blk mach 18, 20

**Spinout** blk mch, hdc blue, hdc pink 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20
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